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Goal of the Project

The idea of this project originated from an email from William Stein (to the class)
proposing a few project possibilities:

"Compute some sort of multigraph or other combinatorial structure
associated to intersections of all subsets of {A  : f  is a newform of level

dividing N}.  Do this for N 00, say.  There is code in Sage already to
compute the intersections, so just need to run it, store
the results, decide what they are combinatorially, make tables/pictures." -
William Stein

To start off with, this was the goal of this project. Later, it got a bit modified to
include the oldforms along with the newforms at any level N . So, the goal of this
project can be stated as follows:

Compute some sort of multigraph or other combinatorial structure associated
to intersections of all subsets of {A  : f  is a newform or oldform of level

dividing N}, make pictures and/or store the results in an accessible format.
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Outcome of the Project

Computed the graph structures associated with the intersections of all
subsets of  {A  : f  is a newform or oldform of level dividing N} for N 00
[using sagemath]

1.

Pickled (.sobj) the data in chunks of 100 levels in each file at my home
directory /home/souravsg [on sagemath]

2.

Tried to produce a code to parse the data and make it into a database
(sage.databases.db) but failed [the .py is at /home/souravsg]

3.

Made a separate handler of the data which works by (crudely) loading the
.sobj files and accessing the data thereof [included here]

4.

 

Background Material

Let  be a newform on (N). Here q  is a

holomorphic function on the upper half plane  such that f(z)dz remains
invariant under the action of (N). Also, f  is an eigenvector for all the Hecke

operators T , and the relation is T (f) f . The ring [ ]
generated by these Hecke operators is a commutative ring that is finite as a

-module. This  is called the Hecke algebra.

We can associate an ideal I  to the newform f  in the following fashion

I (f) t  tf

. If [ ] be the ring generated by the Fourier coefficients a  of f ,

then we obtain a short exact sequence 0 .

If we define the extended upper half plane as , then one can
also view f(z)dz to be a holomorphic differential on

X (N)( ) (N)

where X (N) is a modular curve, i.e, an algebraic curve of genus

g ( (N)) with a canonical representation over .

The Hecke algebra  acts on the group Div(X (N)), which in turn induces an

action of  on the Jacobian J (N) (X (N)). This Jacobian J (N) is a

projective algebraic variety of dimesnion g defined over  which has an
algebraic group structure. Hence, J (N) is an algebraic variety.
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Now we can associate a new algebraic struture with our newform f . We know
that J (N) is an abelian variety and so is I J (N). Thus the construction

A (N) I J (N)

is an abelian variety associated with f . If we consider
K ( ) ( ), then A  is an abelian variety of dimension [K ]

and (A ). The action of  on J (N) induces an action of I  on A

as I  acts on A  as 0.

These abelian varieties A  serve the role of primes in the study of modular

abelian varieties and any modular abelian variety is a product of these A 's. If we

consider any J (N), then it is isomorphic to a product of A 's such that the level

of f  divides N . For an example

J (N)

where f  is a newform of level 389 and dimension of each simple abelian

subvariety A  is i. We can compute this as follows:

J = J0(389)
print(J)
D = J.decomposition()
print(D) 

       

Abelian variety J0(389) of dimension 32
[
Simple abelian subvariety 389a(1,389) of dimension 1 of J0(389),
Simple abelian subvariety 389b(1,389) of dimension 2 of J0(389),
Simple abelian subvariety 389c(1,389) of dimension 3 of J0(389),
Simple abelian subvariety 389d(1,389) of dimension 6 of J0(389),
Simple abelian subvariety 389e(1,389) of dimension 20 of J0(389)
]

Now, if we consider the intersection of a pair of A 's, then we obtain a group. For

example, taking the intersection of A  and A  as in the above decomposition will

give us a finite group with invariants [2 ] over  which is a subgroup of A .

The intersection also produces a simple abelian subvariety of dimension 0,
illustrating the fact that A  and A  are simple.

A_f_1 = D[0]

0 f 0

f = J0 f 0
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A_f_2 = D[1]
(G,A) = A_f_1.intersection(A_f_2)
print(G)
print(A) 

       
Finite subgroup with invariants [2, 2] over QQ of Simple abelian
subvariety 389a(1,389) of dimension 1 of J0(389)
Simple abelian subvariety of dimension 0 of J0(389)

That's fine. But, what does it tell us? Is there anything significant about this
group sitting at the intersection of the two abelian varieties? It turns out that this
intersection corresponds to congruences between the associated eigenforms f
and f . In general, if f  and g are two newforms which are not galois conjugates,

then the intersection A  is non-empty and the integer A  is of

significance. This cardinality relates f  and g through some congruence relation,
but the relation is not completely understood.

It has been proven that if a prime p divides this cardinality, then there exists a
prime K  with residue characteristic p such that

a (f) (g) )

But the converse of this statement is not always true (though it quite frequently
is). For a counterexample, one may consider the case N 31.

 

Computation for the Project

For this project, our goal is to compute all such intersections between pairs of
abelian subvarieties at every level N 00. Thereafter, we will make the data
into a graph-like structure with the varieties A  at the nodes. Two nodes A  and

A  will be connected by an edge if and only if the intersection A  is

non-empty. In such a case, we will label the edge by the group obtained from the
intersection. In case of a specific level 389, say, the code to generate the graph
is as follows:

N = 389

J = J0(N)
D = J.decomposition()

S = Subsets(D,2)
GraphN = Graph({})    

1
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for A in S:
   GroupN,VarietyN = A[0].intersection(A[1])
   
   if GroupN.order() > 1:
       GraphN.add_edge(A[0].label(),A[1].label(),GroupN)

GraphN.plot(layout='circular', vertex_size=3000) 

       

As one can notice, the above graph is constructed by putting the abelian varieties
on the vertices and the edges denote congruence relations between the
associated eigenforms. I have computed these graphs for all the levels N 00
and have stored the data in pickled .sobj file format.

 

Accessing the Data

5
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The data is split over 5 files, each containing 100 levels, and the files can be
obtained at /home/souravsg on the sagemath server. The naive way to access the
data is illustrated in the following steps:

    1.  Load the data file using the correct path

GraphList = load('/home/souravsg/data100.sobj') 

       

    2.  The data GraphList is a list of lists, the elements being of the format [M,
GraphM] for each level M 00 in this case. So, to access the graph for level M ,
fetch GraphList[M-1] (list indexed from 0)

M = 66
(M, GraphM) = GraphList[M-1] 

       

    3.  Now, one can either plot GraphM or obtain different information from it

print 'Level:',M
print 'The abelian varieties:',GraphM.vertices()
GraphM.plot(layout='circular', vertex_size=3000) 

       

Level: 66
The abelian varieties: ['11a(1,66)', '11a(2,66)', '11a(3,66)',
'11a(6,66)', '33a(1,66)', '33a(2,66)', '66a(1,66)', '66b(1,66)',
'66c(1,66)']

1
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To obtain intersection information between specific abelian varieties, one can do
the following:

A_1 = '11a(3,66)'
A_2 = '11a(6,66)'
print 'Is A_1 intersect A_2 non-empty:',GraphM.has_edge(A_1,A_2)
G = GraphM.edge_label(A_1,A_2)
print 'The intersection:', G[0]
print 'Cardinality of the intersection:',G[0].order() 

       

Is A_1 intersect A_2 non-empty: True
The intersection: Finite subgroup with invariants [5] over QQ of
Simple abelian subvariety 11a(3,66) of dimension 1 of J0(66)
Cardinality of the intersection: 5

A_3 = '33a(1,66)'
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A_4 = '66b(1,66)'
print 'Is A_3 intersect A_4 non-empty:',GraphM.has_edge(A_3,A_4) 

       Is A_3 intersect A_4 non-empty: False

In the previous examples, we have seen that M 89 had all 5 newforms on the
graph whereas M 6 had both new and old forms. Also, notice that there are
no intersections (edges) between the oldforms and the newforms in the case
when M 6, as depicted in the graph above. But, sometimes we are more
interested to know if there are intersections between old and newforms at any
level. One can easily check this visually by a modified graph plotting function as
follows:

M = 66
(M, GraphM) = GraphList[M-1]

NewformsM = J0(M).new_subvariety().decomposition()
NewnodesM = [Newf.label() for Newf in NewformsM]
OldformsM = J0(M).old_subvariety().decomposition()
OldnodesM = [Oldf.label() for Oldf in OldformsM]
P = [NewnodesM,OldnodesM]

GraphM.plot(layout='circular', vertex_size=3000, partition=P) 

= 3
= 6

= 6
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This clearly and visually shows that there are no such interesting intersections in
the case M 6. But let us take a quick look at the level M 9 to see such a
case taking place.

M = 99
(M, GraphM) = GraphList[M-1]

NewformsM = J0(M).new_subvariety().decomposition()
NewnodesM = [Newf.label() for Newf in NewformsM]
OldformsM = J0(M).old_subvariety().decomposition()
OldnodesM = [Oldf.label() for Oldf in OldformsM]
P = [NewnodesM,OldnodesM]

GraphM.plot(layout='circular', vertex_size=3000, partition=P) 

= 6 = 9
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A_old = '11a(3,99)'
A_new = '99c(1,99)'
G = GraphM.edge_label(A_old,A_new)
print 'Intersection:',G[0]
print 'Cardinality',G[0].order() 

       
Intersection: Finite subgroup with invariants [3, 3] over QQ of
Simple abelian subvariety 99c(1,99) of dimension 1 of J0(99)
Cardinality 9

Part that did not work

I was also looking through the database and all the graphs to find any significant
combinatorial property or structure of these graphs. If there exists any structure,
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then some useful facts regarding the congruence of eigenforms can be predicted
based on those observations. But I could not find anything specifically interesting
in my search. Maybe there exists an underlying combinatorial model, but it was
just out of my reach.

I have also tried to put all this data in terms of a sage database. But I guess I am
missing some important understnding of the sage database structure and hence
could not convert the .sobj data into sage.databases.db format. I have posted my
try (in vein) as a .py file at /home/souravsg on the sagemath server so that
someone who is interested can fix it and get it to work.
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